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Executive Summary
WP5 knowlEdge Management & Marketplace is related to research and development of a
distributed infrastructure and technical means in order to ensure (i) the adequate availability
of computing resources and (ii) the efficient management and access of information and
knowledge (machine learning models). The resulting work will address the following
objectives:
1. Connection and integration of higher-level information (machine learning/analytical
models)
2. Development of an open standard for the description of information/knowledge
3. Efficient entity-based and functional access to the stored information/knowledge
4. Creation of a decentralized marketplace platform where solution producers and
“customers” can exchange models and algorithms
This report is focused on delivery of the KnowlEdge Repository which is strongly
correlated with the first three of the four WP5 objectives. The KnowlEdge Repository has
been designed as a cloud-based component, providing access to a wide variety of AI
Models in a standardised manner. Therefore, different database technologies are used to
provide a scalable and efficient repository. This document summarizes the current state,
including implemented design decisions, conducted research and first development results
and outcomes.
The final outcomes of T5.1 and T5.2 KnowlEdge Repository and the final version of the
actual repository will be documented in the second iteration of this document, in D5.3 Final
Description of KnowlEdge Repository at M30.
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0

Introduction

0.1

knowlEdge Project Overview

The knowlEdge project is funded by the H2020 Framework Programme of the European
Commission under Grant Agreement 957331 and conducted from January 2021 until
December 2023. The knowlEdge consortium consists of 12 partners from 7 EU countries,
and its solution will be tested and evaluated in 3 manufacturing sectors with a total budget
of circa 6M€. Further information can be found at www.knowlEdge-project.eu
AI is one of the biggest mega-trends towards the 4th industrial revolution. While these
technologies promise business sustainability and product/process quality, it seems that the
ever-changing market demands and the lack of skilled humans, in combination with the
complexity of technologies, raise an urgent need for new suggestions. Suggestions that
will be agile, reusable, distributed, scalable, accountable, secure, standardized and
collaborative.
To break the entry barriers for these technologies and unleash their potential, the
knowlEdge project will develop a new generation of AI methods, systems, and data
management infrastructure. This framework will provide means for the secure
management of distributed data and the computational infrastructure to execute the
needed analytic algorithms and redistribute the knowledge towards a knowledge exchange
society. To do so, knowlEdge proposes 6 major innovations in the areas of data
management, data analytics and knowledge management: (i) A set of AI services that
allow the usage of edge deployments as computational and live data infrastructure, an
edge continuous learning execution pipeline; (ii) A digital twin of the shop-floor to test the
AI models; (iii) A data management framework deployed from the edge to the cloud
ensuring data quality, privacy and confidentiality, building a data safe fog continuum; (iv)
Human-AI Collaboration and Domain Knowledge Fusion tools for domain experts to inject
their experience into the system to trigger an automatic discovery of knowledge that allows
the system to adapt automatically to system changes; (v) A set of standardization
mechanisms for the exchange of trained AI-models from one context to another; (vi) A
KnowlEdge Marketplace platform to distribute and interchange AI trained models.

0.2

Deliverable Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this knowlEdge deliverable, D5.2, is to provide the initial release of the
KnowlEdge Repository software prototype, for the storing and retrieving datasets, as well
as models of the KnowlEdge Marketplace. This initial release has been implemented
following the overall knowlEdge architecture design from D2.4.

0.3

Target Audience

The deliverable “D5.2 Initial Description of KnowlEdge Repository” aims primarily at the
developers of the knowlEdge services and applications that will store or read data from the
KnowlEdge Repository. Moreover, the deliverable provides information related to the
interfaces and the deployment of the KnowlEdge Repository platform, as input for the
actions of system integrators and pilot technicians in WP6 and WP8 testing and validation
tasks.
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0.4

Deliverable Context

This deliverable provides the first output of tasks T5.1 and T5.2, dedicated to the
development of the KnowlEdge Repository, which aims to store models and metadata
used to train these models.
The KnowlEdge Repository is a component of the knowlEdge architecture defined in D2.4
and it has been designed following the user needs and scenario definitions from D2.1 and
the requirements defined in D2.2.

0.5

Document Status

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “public” since the information and
the analysis presented in the deliverable is envisioned to be beneficial for the audience
outside the consortium.

0.6

Document Dependencies

This document has no preceding documents. Deliverable D5.3 Final Description of
KnowlEdge Repository will be a follow-up version which will include the final results from
T5.1 and T5.2. If explicitly requested by reviewers, a definitive version can be made
available at the end of the project.

0.7

Glossary and Abbreviations

A definition of common terms related to knowlEdge, as well as a list of abbreviations, is
available at www.knowlEdge-project.eu/glossary

0.8

External Annexes and Supporting Documents

External Documents:
•

Annexes:
•

•

Supporting Documents:
•

0.9
•

None
None

Reading Notes
None

0.10

Document Updates

None
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1

Overview of the KnowlEdge Repository

This section gives a brief introduction to the objective of the Knowledge Repository and its
overall architecture.

1.1

Purpose

The main purpose of tasks 5.1 and 5.2 is to provide a repository to deal with the research
and development of a distributed infrastructure and technical means to ensure efficient
management and access of information and knowledge (machine learning models). The
resulting component and its sub-components spread across the cloud-edge continuum will
address the following objectives:
•

Connection and integration of higher-level information (machine learning/analytical
models)

•

Development of an open standard for the description of information/knowledge

•

Efficient entity-based and functional access to the stored information/knowledge

Thus, knowledge management and repository will deliver the infrastructure (i) to contribute
(pre-trained) AI models to a shared repository, which provides all the information
necessary to reuse these models in similar or related application areas. Furthermore, (ii)
this system provides the required interfaces for the later reuse scenarios.

1.2

Overall Concept

The main components of the Knowledge Repository are:
1. Knowledge Repository Management is the central cloud-hosted component,
which manages a database of AI models and their corresponding meta-information.
It provides the necessary interfaces for contributing, querying and retrieving these
models to the higher-level administrative component of the KnowlEdge Marketplace
as well as to the executive branches of the architecture, i.e., Edge Embedded AI Kit
and Processing and Learning Orchestration engine.
2. Knowledge Handler orchestrates the contribution of new AI models to the
repository and collects the required meta information from further sources. It is a fog
component, that ought to be available in every production plant to provide a
location-specific, central entry-point for the contribution of AI models to the
repository.
3. Knowledge Distribution APIs enable the delivery of queried and requested AI
models from the KnowlEdge Repository to requesting components of the
architecture (cf. Edge Embedded AI Kit). Similar to the Knowledge Handler, these
distribution APIs provide a location-specific, central entry-point for the distribution of
AI models from the repository to requesting entities
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1.3

Relation to other Components of the KnowlEdge
Management Layer

This section shows the interactions between the Knowledge Repository and the
KnowlEdge Marketplace as well as the Historical Data Store.

Figure 1: Interaction within the KnowlEdge Management Layer
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1.3.1

Interaction with the KnowlEdge Marketplace

The KnowlEdge Marketplace is a web-based marketplace for trained AI models and
solutions to trade all the available knowledge between the project partners. It supports
profiles and user roles, search capabilities based on various filters, recommendation
mechanisms for relevant models, datasets, solutions and knowledge, rating and feedback
mechanisms for the available models and contributors as well as an user-friendly and easy
to use interface.
Interaction with the KnowlEdge Marketplace is important because the models and
datasets, which are to be traded in the Marketplace, are stored in the KnowlEdge
Repository. For this reason, they need to be retrieved from the latter in order to be
available for the Marketplace. These communications need to handle different types of
models and metadata to be send fast and efficiently.
The Communication with the Knowledge Marketplace happens via a REST API, which
allows create, read and limited update operations on the datasets, users, models, and
corresponding metadata as well as their ontologies. In order to ensure consistency, it is
not possible to delete any kind of data which has been in the KnowlEdge Repository
beforehand.

1.3.2

Interaction with the Historical Data Store

The Historical Data Store is responsible for storing all the historical raw and processed
data and ensures that it is available for the services using this data originated from the
factory premises and related processed data. Raw data includes the data collected from
the sensors deployed on the shop floor and the processed data includes the intermediate
data generated by different services working on the IoT data.
The KnowlEdge Repository does not store any datasets itself and relies on the Historical
Data Store service for provisioning and management of the needed datasets for the AI
models. The Historical Data Store services are usually deployed on the edge or fog to serve
primarily the needs of the manufacturing facilities and are not easily accessible from the
outside world because of security restrictions. This makes it difficult for the KnowlEdge
Repository to get direct access to these Historical Data Store instances. To overcome this
limitation a dedicated Historical Data Store service is deployed in the cloud to serve the
KnowlEdge Repository needs. Datasets are extracted from the Historical Data Store
services running in the manufacturing facilities and pushed manually to the dedicated
Historical Data Store in the cloud. The KnowlEdge Repository is then using these datasets
provided in the cloud instance of the Historical Data Store. There are several APIs provided
by the Historical Data Store which can be used to extract the metadata of a dataset as well
as the data in most appropriate format, including JDBC, REST, Python Native API,
MapReduce, Spark, and Hive.
The datasets stored in the cloud instance of the Historical Data Store will remain unchanged
whereas the corresponding Historical Data Stores in the manufacturing facilities will continue
to get new data from the production lines. If needed, at later time the datasets stored in the
cloud could manually be updated with new data from the edge or fog.
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1.4

Relation to Components outside of the KnowlEdge
management Layer

The Figure 2 is an overview of the high-level architecture of the knowlEdge platform and
provides a formal split in functional components.

Figure 3: knowlEdge global Architecture

1.5

Requirements to the KnowlEdge Repository

The following table summarizes the relation of those components with other knowlEdge
components which are not belonging to the KnowlEdge Management Layer.
Gives/Needs

What

With

Gives

Model access

Decision Support Framework

Gives

Model access and storage

AI Model Generation

Gives

Model Exchange Interface

Processing & Learning Orchestration

Figure 4: Related Components
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The concrete requirements that have been documented so far and are related to KnowlEdge
Repository design and development are listed below:

Requirement ID

RQ_5_001

RQ_5_002

RQ_5_003

RQ_5_004

RQ_5_005

RQ_5_006

Type of
Requirement

Description

Functional

Machine learning models need to be
serializable, and an adequate description
framework needs to be provided.

Functional

KnowlEdge Repository will provide a welldefined taxonomy and templates to categorize
algorithms, along with searching functionality
for consumers to find the intended knowledge

Functional

The platform must provide processes to be
demonstrated. Demonstrators planning,
preparation, implementation, and evaluation
will be based on a defined standard process
and structured framework to be executed
systematically and iteratively. Definition of
demonstration processes.

Functional

The interoperable standard format used for
describing AI models should be based on a
given standard like PMML or ONNX.

Functional

KnowlEdge Repository must be able
to store AI Models and corresponding
information and metadata

Functional

KnowlEdge Repository supports search
functionalities to retrieve AI Models and
corresponding information and metadata

Figure 5: Requirements related to KnowlEdge Repository

1.6

Server Architecture

The KnowlEdge Repository should be hosted on a central cloud instance. This is
necessary, because different partners need to have access to a centralized and consistent
version of the repository. The system has to be available from different locations and has
no direct interaction with any factory systems, so it is best suited to be run in the cloud.
The AI models of the KnowlEdge Repository will be used at edge level by the Edge
Embedded AI Kit. Since these models should be stored and cached on a facility basis to
come up for connection losses, there needs to be a separate module of the KnowlEdge
Repository on fog level. This Knowledge Distribution APIs enable the delivery of queried
and requested AI models from the KnowlEdge Repository to requesting components of the
architecture and ensure, that the machines in the Edge always have access to the models.
Similarly, it is possible that new models or datasets are generated in these facilities. These
also need a location-specific entry-point for feeding their models into the KnowlEdge
Repository. For this reason, the Knowledge Handler also exists as a fog component.
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2 Related Work
This section introduces the most important resources used to create the KnowlEdge
Repository

2.1

MongoDB

MongoDB [1] is a document-orientated NoSQL database management system. It is able to
store JSON-like documents in a flexible and scalable way. A database is divided into
different collections, which can contain any number of documents. These don’t have to
follow any specific scheme but can be built completely different. The native MongoDB
clients offer wide query interfaces.
We use MongoDB to have a flexible and scalable way of storing metadata of our models
and datasets in the KnowlEdge Repository.

2.2

Hadoop

Apache Hadoop [2] is a Framework for scalable distributed computing. It allows to handle
big data and automatically distributes it among different machines and between clusters.
We use Hadoop to set up a distributed file system being able to scale to store even big AI
models

2.3

ONNX

ONNX (Open Neural Network Exchange) [3] is a representation format for deep learning
models. It offers a way to exchange models between frameworks like Keras, PyTorch,
Caffe2 and other deep learning frameworks and is specialized for parameter heavy neural
network models. The networks are saved as a graph of tensor operations and are
interoperable.
We use ONNX to store Deep Neural Network models in an interoperable format in the
repository.

2.4

PMML

PMML (Predictive Model Markup Language) [4] is a standard for the interchangeable
exchange of machine learning models. It is based on XML and can represent predictive
and descriptive models as well as data pre- and postprocessing. It is especially suited for
conservative machine learning models with not too many parameters.
We use ONNX to store machine learning models in an interoperable format in the
repository.
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2.5

Docker

Docker [5] is a software product used to deploy other software using virtualization of
containers. It enables a lightweight way to share functioning programs on different
machines. Since the docker container contains the operating system and all dependencies
of the software run in the container, it is completely interchangeable between all machines,
where Docker is available. It is possible to incorporate multiple containers to a bigger
working system.
We use Docker to ensure that the KnowlEdge Repository will be functional on a wide
variety of different systems without any need for finetuning.
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3 KnowlEdge Repository
This section will give an overview of the KnowlEdge Repository as well as show the stateof-the-art methods, our usage of external technologies and the most important security
considerations. We will finish this section by describing the deployment of the KnowlEdge
Repository.

3.1

Overview

The KnowlEdge Repository consists of mainly four different elements. The Knowledge
Repository Management component manages different request sent over the Knowledge
Repository API and coordinates the storage and retrieving of models from the Model
Database, the storage and retrieving of metadata from the Metadata Database, and the
retrieving of datasets from the Historical Data Store. An overview of these connections is
given in Figure 5.

Figure 6: The internal architecture of the KnowlEdge Repository
The Knowledge Repository Management is the central management component of the
KnowlEdge Repository. It consists of a Flask [6] Server, which is written in Python 3 [7]. It
is responsible for checking requests to the repository for validity and preventing
unauthorized access to the contents of the Knowledge Repository. After all necessary
checks have been completed, the requests are forwarded to the corresponding
components of the Knowledge Repository or the Historical Data Store. The connection to
the Historical Data Store has not yet been implemented.
The Knowledge Repository API is a REST-API following the OpenAPI [8] specification. It
creates a single central interface for the Historical Data Storage, the Metadata Database,
and the Model Database. It consists of endpoints for models, users, model types, IO vectors,
tasks, model specifications, analysis types, applications, data, properties, and property
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types. This API is the central point of the communication with other work packages. A
documentation of the API can be seen in subsection 3.2.
The Metadata Database is a MongoDB database consisting of all metadata stored in the
Knowledge Repository. This contains all information about users, model types, IO vectors,
tasks, analysis types, applications, property types and properties as well as the metadata
from models and datasets. These are used to build the ontology of the KnowlEdge
Repository.
The Model Database is an instance of the Hadoop Distributed File System, where the
specification files of the models stored in the KnowlEdge Repository are held. This way, it is
scalable, and the storage space of the KR can easily be expanded in case the database
grows faster than expected.

Figure 7: The Ontology of the KnowlEdge Repository
The Knowledge Ontology consists of 11 types of entities (Figure 6). These can be split in
user, model-related entities (Model, IO Vector, Model Specification and Model Type) and
data-related entities (Task, Analysis Type, Application, Data, Property and Property Type).
Every Entity is identified by a unique ID. In the current version, the actual datasets are not
included.
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•

User: A User has a name, an affiliation, an e-mail address, and the timestamp of
the time, it was created. It can be owner of several Models and creator of several
Application, Data and Property Type entities.

•

Model: A Model contains its name, description and created_at timestamp as well as
a link to a Model Specification and the Model Type it instantiates. It can be child of
one model and parent of several models. It has one IO Vector as in- and one IO
Vector as output.

•

Model Specification: A Model specification contains the actual model file, so an
ONNX or PMML file describing the model.

•

IO Vector: An IO Vector contains its name, dimensionality, and data type, which
can be int, float, boolean or categorical. It can be in- and output to several Models.

•

Model Type: A Model Type has its name. It can be child to another Model Type and
parent to several Model Types.

•

Task: A Task consists of its name, the timestamp of its creation, its Analysis Type,
Application and Data. It is created by a single User, can have multiple Tasks as
children and can have several Models trained for it. It may be child of another Task.

•

Analysis Type: An Analysis Type has a name and the timestamp of its creation. It
is part of a Task and can be child to one and parent to many Analysis Types.

•

Application: An Application has a name, a description, and the timestamp of its
creation. It is part of a Task, created by a User, and can be child to one and parent
to many Applications.

•

Data: A Data entity consists of its name and description, the Task it is part of, and
the timespan it was gathered during. It is created by a User, consists of several
Properties, and may inherit from one and be parent for several Data entities.

•

Property: A Property consist of its name, the Property Type it instantiates, and the
Data entity, it belongs to.

•

Property Type: A Property Type consists of its name, creation time and type, which
may be Boolean, int, float or categorical. It is created by a User and may be
instantiated by several Properties. A Property Type can be based on one Property
Type and there can be multiple Property Types based on one Property Type.

The model specifications in the Model Database will be stored in the ONNX or PMML
Format. These two formats offer compatibility with a wide range of different machine
learning techniques and frameworks. While PMML focuses on traditional machine learning
methods, ONNX is specialised for exchanging deep neural networks. The combination of
both formats makes it possible to store a wide range of machine learning models in an
easy to use and deploy way.

3.2

API Reference

In the following table, you can see the reference to all endpoints of the KnowlEdge
Repository API.
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Endpoint

Method Description

Input

Positive
Output

Operations for finding, creating, modifying model meta information, and model
specifications (ONNX, PMML).
HTTP 200
Find IDs of models
Attributes of
and
in the repository,
/models
GET
searched-for
correspondi
which fit the
models.
ng model
specified attributes.
IDs.
/models

/models/multiple

/models/specification

Add a new model to Meta information of
POST the KnowlEdge
the to-be-added
Repository
model.

HTTP 200
and Model
ID

Get the specified
models. If no IDs
are specified, all
GET
models in the
repository will be
returned.
Add a new model's
specification in
interoperable
POST
format (ONNX,
PMML) to the
repository.

HTTP 200
and
correspondi
ng model
meta
information.
HTTP 200
and ID of
added
model
specification
.
HTTP 200
and
correspondi
ng model
specification
as
PMML/ONN
X file.
HTTP 200
and
correspondi
ng model
meta
information.

GET

Finds the one model
specification fitting
the given model
specification ID.

GET

Finds the one model
fitting the specified
model ID.
Add a new model to
the repository as a
child to an already
existing parent
{model_id}.

/models/specification/
{model_specification_id}

/models/{model_id}
PUT
/models/{model_id}

IDs of the queried
models.

Model specification
in ONNX/PMML
format.

Model specification
ID.

Model ID.

Model parent ID and HTTP 200
meta information of and model
new model.
ID
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/models/types

/models/types

/models/types/multiple

Find IDs of
ModelTypes in the
GET repository, which fit
the specified
attributes.
ModelType that
needs to be added to
the repository.
POST
Parent and child ids
will be ignored using
this method.
Get the specified
ModelTypes. If no
IDs are specified,
GET
all ModelTypes in
the repository will
be returned.

Attributes of
searched-for
ModelTypes.

HTTP 200
and
correspondi
ng
ModelType
IDs.

Information on the
to-be-added
ModelType.

HTTP 200
and
ModelType
ID.

IDs of the queried
ModelTypes.

/models/types/
{model_type_id}

Finds the one
ModelType fitting the
specified ModelType
id.
Add a new
ModelType to the
repository as a child
to an already existing
parent
{model_type_id}.

/models/io_vectors

Find IDs of IOVectors Attributes of
in the repository,
searched-for
which fit the
IOVectors.
specified attributes.

GET
/models/types/
{model_type_id}

PUT

GET

/models/io_vectors

/models/io_vectors/
multiple

POST Add a new IOVector
to the repository.
Get the specified
IOVectors. If no IDs
are specified, all
GET
IOVectors in the
repository will be
returned.

ID of ModelType

ID of Parent Model
Type and
information on new
ModelType.

Information on the
to-be-added
IOVector.

IDs of the queried
IOVectors.
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and ID of
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ID of the queried
Finds the one
IOVectors.
IOVector fitting the
/models/io_vectors/
{io_vector_id}
specified IOVector id.
Operations for finding, creating, or modifying tasks.
Find IDs of tasks in
the repository, which
GET
Query attributes.
fit the specified
/tasks
attributes.
GET

/tasks

/tasks/multiple

/tasks/{task_id}

/tasks/{task_id}

/tasks/analysis_type

/tasks/analysis_type

/tasks/analysis_type/
multiple

HTTP 200
and
correspondi
ng IOVector
information.

HTTP 200
and
correspondi
ng task IDs.
HTTP 200
Task entity that needs and
POST Add a new task to the to be added to the
correspondi
repository
repository.
ng task ID.
Get the specified
HTTP 200
tasks. If no IDs are
and
GET specified, all tasks in IDs of queried tasks. correspondi
ng tasks
the repository will be
information.
returned.
HTTP 200
and
GET Finds the one task
Task ID
correspondi
fitting the specified
ng task
task id.
information.
Add a new task to the Parent TasK ID and HTTP 200
repository as a child Task entity that
and
PUT
to an already existing needs to be added correspondi
to the repository.
ng task ID.
parent {task_id}.
HTTP 200
Find IDs of
and
AnalysisTypes in the
correspondi
GET repository, which fit Query attributes.
ng
the specified
AnalysisTyp
attributes.
e IDs.
HTTP 200
and
AnalysisType entity
correspondi
POST Add a new
that needs to be
ng
AnalysisType to the
added to the
AnalysisTyp
repository
repository.
e ID.
HTTP 200
Get the specified
and
AnalysisTypes. If no
correspondi
IDs of queried
IDs
are
specified,
all
ng
GET
AnalysisTypes in the AnalysisTypes.
AnalysisTyp
repository will be
es
returned.
information.
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HTTP 200
and
correspondi
GET Finds the one
AnalysisType ID
ng
AnalysisType fitting
AnalysisTyp
the specified
/tasks/analysis_type/
e
{analysis_type_id}
AnalysisType id.
information.
Add a new
HTTP 200
Parent AnalysisType
AnalysisType to the
and
ID and AnalysisType
repository as a child
correspondi
PUT
entity that needs to
ng
to an already existing
be added to the
AnalysisTyp
/tasks/analysis_type/
parent
repository.
e ID.
{analysis_type_id}
{analysis_type_id}.
HTTP 200
Find IDs of
and
Applications in the
correspondi
GET repository, which fit Query attributes.
ng
the specified
Application
/tasks/application
attributes.
IDs.
HTTP 200
and
correspondi
POST Add a new
Application entity that ng
Application to the
needs to be added to Application
/tasks/application
repository
the repository.
ID.
Get the specified
HTTP 200
Applications. If no IDs
and
are specified, all
IDs of queried
correspondi
GET
Applications.
ng
Applications in the
Applications
/tasks/application/
repository will be
information.
multiple
returned.
HTTP 200
and
Finds the one
correspondi
GET Application fitting the Application ID
ng
/tasks/application/
specified Application
Application
{application_id}
id.
information.
Add a new
HTTP 200
Parent Application
Application to the
and
ID and Application
repository as a child
correspondi
PUT
entity that needs to
ng
to an already existing
be added to the
Application
/tasks/application/
parent
repository.
ID.
{application_id}
{application_id}.
Operations for finding, creating, or modifying meta information on data stored in
data repository (WP3).
HTTP 200
Find IDs of data in
GET
Query attributes.
and
/data
the repository, which
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correspondi
ng data IDs.

fit the specified
attributes.

/data

Add new information Information on the
POST on data to the
to-be-added data.
repository

GET
/data/multiple

GET

Get the specified
data. If no IDs are
IDs of queried data.
specified, all data in
the repository will be
returned.

/data/{data_id}

Finds the one data
fitting the specified
data id.
Add a new data to
the repository as a
child to already
existing parent
{data_id}.

/data/property_type

Find IDs of
PropertyType in the
repository, which fit
the specified
attributes.

/data/property_type

POST Add new
PropertyType to the
repository

/data/{data_id}
PUT

GET

GET
/data/property_type/
multiple
/data/property_type/
{property_type_id}

GET

Data ID.

Parent data ID and
information on the
to-be-added data.

Query attributes.

Information on the
to-be-added
PropertyType.

Get the specified
PropertyTypes. If no IDs of queried
IDs are specified, all PropertyTypes.
PropertyTypes in the
repository will be
returned.
Finds the one
PropertyType fitting

PropertyType ID.
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and
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and
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and
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ng
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and
correspondi
ng data ID.
HTTP 200
and
correspondi
ng
PropertyTyp
e IDs.
HTTP 200
and
correspondi
ng
PropertyTyp
e ID.
HTTP 200
and
correspondi
ng
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PropertyTyp
e.
HTTP 200
and
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ng
information
on queried
PropertyTyp
e.
Add a new
HTTP 200
PropertyType to the Parent
and
PropertyType ID
repository as a child
correspondi
PUT
and information on
ng
to an already existing
the to-be-added
PropertyTyp
/data/property_type/
parent
PropertyType.
e ID.
{property_type_id}
{property_type_id}.
Operations for finding, creating, or modifying information on users of the
KnowlEdge Repository.
Find IDs of user in the
HTTP 200
repository, which fit
and
GET
Query attributes.
correspondi
the specified
ng user IDs.
/users
attributes.
HTTP 200
Information on the
and
POST Add new User to the
to-be-added user.
correspondi
/users
repository
ng user ID.
HTTP 200
and
Get the specified
correspondi
users.
If
no
IDs
are
GET
ng
specified, all users in
information
the repository will be The IDs of the users to on queried
/users/multiple
returned.
be returned.
users.
HTTP 200
and
correspondi
GET
ng
Finds the one user
information
fitting the specified
The ID of the user to on queried
/users/{user_id}
data id.
be returned.
user.
HTTP 200
User ID and
and
PUT
information on the
Update a User
correspondi
to-be-updated user.
/users/{user_id}
{user_id}.
ng User ID.
Figure 8: The API Endpoints of the KnowlEdge Repository
the specified
PropertyType id.
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3.3

Related Work

While there exist several marketplaces for AI models, it is not common for these to also
offer datasets or ontologies. An overview of these systems is given in figure 8. Many of
these solutions also lack standardized format for saving these models. As we intend to
exchange models and datasets and model their relations, we need to develop our own
system. The combination of datasets and models over a rich ontology will help the user to
find similar assets for their tasks and get a good idea of well-fitting materials.
Name

Model
Types

Domains

Standards

Datasets Ontology

Proprietary?

Nvidia Triton
[9]

Deep
Learning
and
conventional
Machine
Learning

Agnostic

ONNX,
RAPIDS™
FIL and
others

None

None

No

Verta Model
Registry [10]

Unclear

Agnostic

ONNX and
others

None

None

Yes

modelplace.ai
[11]

Deep
Learning

Computer
Vision/
Image
Processing

Unknown

None

None

Yes

Modzy AI
Model
Marketplace
[12]

Deep
Learning

Agnostic

Chassis.ml

None

None

Yes

AWS
marketplace

Agnostic

Agnostic

No

Yes

None

Yes

SingularityNET
[14]

Different

Different

Access via
API

None

None

Yes

[13]

figure 9: Different state-of-the-art AI model repositories
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Figure 10: ML-Schema Core classes. Boxes represent classes. Arrows without filled
heads represent properties, arrows with empty heads represent subclass relations,
and arrows with diamonds represent part-of relations [5]
There already exist very rich ontologies like the ML Schema 1 Ontology (Figure 9). This
Ontology is a schema for classes, properties, and restrictions and is used to store
information on AI models, datasets, and experiments. While it offers many useful features,
it focuses too much on experiments to be used in this project. We do not intend to
represent certain experiments and hence build our own ontology based on the ideas of this
one.

3.4

Security Considerations

The repository has to be available at most times for users in different places. This could be
endangered by targeted Denial of Service attacks. Another way to misuse the KnowlEdge
Repository would be to deliver malicious code in the AI Models. Such models could be a
risk for companies using these models.
Another weakness might be querying in the Metadata Database, which is a MongoDB
instance. If an unauthorized user manages to make several complicated requests, it might
lead to a failure of the MongoDB and hence the failure of the KnowlEdge Repository.

1

https://github.com/ML-Schema/core/
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Another possible way of compromising the system might be to use Query Injection in the
Metadata Database.
To limit such malign actions, every user of the KnowlEdge Repository has to be authorized
as well as authenticated.
The KnowlEdge Repository will feature basic ways of user rights managements. Models
and Datasets may only be visible to certain users based on the instructions of the owner.
The Knowledge Repository Management will ensure, that unauthorized users may not
•

Change models or datasets

•

Retrieve models or datasets

•

Delete models or datasets

•

Create models or datasets

3.5

Deployment

The KnowlEdge Repository will be available as a Docker container for easy use in different
situations. This container will also contain the MongoDB and the Hadoop DFS used to
store the models and metadata. Hence, instances of the KnowlEdge Repository can be
hosted by different machines without much additional work to make this functional.
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4

Conclusion and Next Steps

In conclusion, it is depicted by this report that the initial version of the KnowlEdge
Repository is designed and implemented. The report presents the purpose and overall
concepts of the KnowlEdge Repository as well as the position of the repository in the
global KnowlEdge architecture, the requirements of the KnowlEdge Repository and its
server architecture. An overview over the state-of-the-art and used technology is given as
well as an extended insight into the KnowlEdge Repository’s inner workings, API, and
security considerations. The KnowlEdge Repository uses a MongoDB database containing
the metadata, a Hadoop distributed file system to store the models and it interacts with an
instance of the Historical Data Store of T3.3 to store datasets. It uses a Flask server to
handle request which are send over a REST API.
The next steps of the KnowlEdge Repository related Tasks 5.1 and 5.2 will be the
integration of an authorization and authentication system as well as the integration of the
Historical Data Store. All these planned actions alongside any other updates related to the
KnowlEdge Repositories functionalities will be presented in deliverable from these tasks,
D5.3 Final KnowlEdge Repository (M30).
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